Hope St. John:

Hello! This is Hope, your disembodied writing buddy and host of the Odegaard Writing and Research Center’s podcast, Write for You, where we talk graduate writing and how it happens.

This season, we’re back with six brand new guests across three episodes in which we discuss communicating across wide-ranging audiences and formats, what teaching can show us about our own writing processes and habits, and reflections on dissertating from a postdoctoral perspective. These are just a few topics among many that we covered and I’m excited for you to hear more directly from our fabulous guests. Listen in as they provide insight from their own experiences, and tips and strategies that have helped them along the way. Maybe you’ll even find something that sounds right for you!

Want to learn out more about the University of Washington’s Odegaard Writing and Research Center? Find us online at depts.washington.edu/owrc or follow us on Twitter at @OWRC_UW. You can also find us on Instagram at @odegaardwrc.

Thanks!